**Pocket Document Camera** quick version

A nice idea to stream your hand-writing. Useful if you have to write for example equations and you haven’t an electronic pen: The [Pocket Document Camera](#) see also [here](#) and another simple one [here](#).

Here I show you a very simple version for the impatients if you don’t have a 3D printer and mirrors at hand: you just need an old CD/DVD ([the inspiration comes from here](#)), three pieces of twist tie (of the broader one, see picture) and tape.

First cut the CD as in the figure, then fix the twist tie with a tape

The middle twist tie goes behind the screen, the two side ones are folded to keep the CD at the correct angle
Voila’. What you see here is a screenshot of the zoom window (follow the instructions here to mirror the image)

It’s a quick fix if you are in a hurry. A true mirror of course is better than a CD of course, see here